Manual Integrated Loader

Empire’s Integrated SIRIO Oven Loader is the perfect compliment to our complete line of multi-door Stone Hearth Deck Ovens. It utilizes an advanced counterweight system to raise and lower the mechanism smoothly, while the solid steel and aluminum frame provides effortless side-to-side operation. The resting position, located at the hood height, keeps the loader up and out of the way when not in use and the locking mechanism snaps the loader in place for precision loading and unloading of your product. If you’re looking to increase the efficiency and productivity of your oven, you can count on an Integrated SIRIO Oven Loader from Empire!

Features

♦ Manual in-and-out operation.
♦ Simplifies both the loading and unloading of breads, rolls and pan goods.
♦ Fits all Empire LF, LFKR and ENERGY ovens.
♦ Eliminates the need for hand peels and manual setters.
♦ Precision balanced counterweight lifting system provides smooth operation.
♦ Durable steel and aluminum frame construction.
♦ Locking mechanism ensures operation at proper deck height
♦ Resting position at hood height keeps the loader out of the way when not in use.
LIMITED WARRANTY

This product is warranted to the original purchaser to be free from material and workmanship defects. This warranty extends for a period of one (1) year from the date of purchase on parts and labor and 90 days on electrical components. For additional information or if you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us toll free at 1-800-878-4070.

Please note, specifications are subject to change without notice as we continually work to improve our equipment.